Participants:
- Gert Sablon (Siemens)
- Josef Hobelsberger (Müller BBM)
- Ulrich Bleicher (BMW)
- Hans-Dirk Walter (Karakun)
- Ralph Müller (Eclipse)
- Angelika Wittek (PL MDM-BL)

As guest:
- Florian Schmitt (Atos)

1. Decision about second developer will be taken via email vote until 22.2.2020.
2. Angelika will prepare the current backlog of MDM-BL to allow the definition of priorities at the next SC call (12.03.2020). Angelika will schedule an exceptional AC meeting to estimate open tasks.
3. openADx / openMDM workshop will take place at https://zur-sonne.metro.rest/?lang=de (Hotel Sonne, Hauptstrasse 28, 64665 Alsbach-Hähnlein. The openMDM WG will take over costs for the room and coffee. Meals will be paid individually.